Phosphatidylserine exposure on stored red blood cells as a parameter for donor-dependent variation in product quality
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Background. Exposure of phosphatidylserine on the outside of red blood cells contributes to recognition and removal of old and damaged cells. The fraction of phosphatidylserine-exposing red blood cells varies between donors, and increases in red blood cell concentrates during storage. The susceptibility of red blood cells to stress-induced phosphatidylserine exposure increases with storage. Phosphatidylserine exposure may, therefore, constitute a link between donor variation and the quality of red blood cell concentrates.

Materials and methods. In order to examine the relationship between storage parameters and donor characteristics, the percentage of phosphatidylserine-exposing red blood cells was measured in red blood cell concentrates during storage and in fresh red blood cells from blood bank donors. The percentage of phosphatidylserine-exposing red blood cells was compared with red blood cell susceptibility to osmotic stress-induced phosphatidylserine exposure in vitro, with the regular red blood cell concentrate quality parameters, and with the donor characteristics age, body mass index, haemoglobin level, gender and blood group.

Results. Phosphatidylserine exposure varies between donors, both on red blood cells freshly isolated from the blood, and on red blood cells in red blood cell concentrates. Phosphatidylserine exposure increases with storage time, and is correlated with stress-induced phosphatidylserine exposure. Increased phosphatidylserine exposure during storage was found to be associated with haemolysis and vesicle concentration in red blood cell concentrates. The percentage of phosphatidylserine-exposing red blood cells showed a positive correlation with the plasma haemoglobin concentration of the donor.

Discussion. The fraction of phosphatidylserine-exposing red blood cells is a parameter of red blood cell integrity in red blood cell concentrates and may be an indicator of red blood cell survival after transfusion. Measurement of phosphatidylserine exposure may be useful in the selection of donors and red blood cell concentrates for specific groups of patients.
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Introduction

During storage in a blood bank, red blood cells (RBC) undergo a number of structural and biochemical changes, constituting the so-called storage lesion¹. Some of these changes, such as a decrease in intracellular adenosine-5'-triphosphate (ATP), are parameters of the current RBC concentrate quality control system. This control system includes 24-hour survival of at least 75% of the transfused RBC². The decrease in ATP concentration is readily reversible², but the effects of the storage lesion on the capacity of the cells to deform -and thereby to deliver oxygen to the tissues- are hardly known³⁴. Furthermore, the relationship between the storage lesion and the development of side effects, such as inflammatory immune reactions and iron accumulation, is not clear.

Externalised phosphatidylserine (PS) is a sensitive marker for fast recognition and removal of RBC by the reticulo-endothelial system, as suggested by the currently available data on RBC aging in vivo and in vitro, on the response of RBC to various stress treatments in vitro, and on RBC in pathological conditions⁵⁶. The number of PS-exposing RBC increases with storage in the blood bank⁶⁷. We have shown that storage is also accompanied by an increase in PS exposure upon hyperosmotic stress⁶. These data suggest a storage-associated lowering of the threshold for activation of the pathways that induce PS exposure. Various pathways have been proposed⁶⁷, but
their activity and especially their response to extracellular stimuli after transfusion in vivo remain to be elucidated. The fraction of PS-exposing RBC after near-physiological stress of stored RBC is similar to the fraction of RBC that disappears shortly after transfusion.\textsuperscript{7,8} This suggests that control of PS exposure may be a determinant of RBC survival in the first 24 hours after transfusion.

We, therefore, examined whether the degree of initial PS exposure in donor blood is associated with PS exposure in the RBC concentrate and/or predictive of its susceptibility to stress-induced PS exposure. Our findings indicate that RBC concentrate production itself affects PS exposure, that initial PS exposure is correlated with RBC susceptibility to osmotic stress-induced PS exposure, and that PS exposure is associated with some, but not all, quality control parameters of RBC concentrates.

Materials and methods
Donor characteristics
A population of 97 frequent blood bank whole blood donors participated in this study (Table I). RBC from an initial group of 37 donors were used to examine PS exposure before processing and after 6 days of storage. Fresh RBC from an additional 37 donors were included to examine PS exposure with and without the application of osmotic stress (n=74). Fresh RBC from an additional 23 donors were used to determine whether the donor characteristics correlated with PS exposure (n=97). Fresh RBC and RBC concentrates from 12 donors were used to examine PS exposure during blood bank storage. The study was performed following the guidelines of the local medical ethical committee and in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was obtained from all blood donors participating in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>66% male, 34% female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhesus D</td>
<td>80% positive, 20% negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABO group</td>
<td>46% O, 41% A, 13% B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>48.9±12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm)</td>
<td>176.8±7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>82.2±15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index</td>
<td>26.2±4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haemoglobin (mmol/L)</td>
<td>9.2±0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean and standard deviation are given for age, height, weight, body mass index and haemoglobin (normal haemoglobin ranges are 8.6-11.2 for men, and 7.5-9.4 mmol/L for women).

Red blood cell isolation
Fresh RBC were isolated from 5 mL whole blood (EDTA) as described elsewhere.\textsuperscript{7} RBC concentrates were collected and processed according to standard Dutch blood bank protocols in the regional blood bank Sanquin Blood Bank South East Region, Nijmegen, The Netherlands.\textsuperscript{7,9,10} Samples of 2 to 5 mL were taken aseptically from the concentrates, and RBC were washed to remove medium, plasma and vesicles using Ringer's solution (NaCl 125 mM, KCl 5 mM, MgSO\textsubscript{4} 1 mM, CaCl\textsubscript{2} 2.5 mM, glucose 5 mM, HEPES/NaOH 32 mM, pH 7.4) by repeated centrifugation (for 5 minutes at 1,500 g, 4 °C). All experiments were performed in Ringer's solution. Where indicated, osmotic stress was induced by adding 400 mM sucrose aseptically and incubating overnight at 37 °C in 5% CO\textsubscript{2}.

Phosphatidylserine measurement
The percentage of PS-exposing RBC was determined as described previously.\textsuperscript{7} RBC were incubated for 1 hour at room temperature in the dark with Ringer's solution containing 0.2% bovine serum albumin and annexin V FLUOS (1:25, Roche, Basel, Switzerland) to detect PS, and with PE-conjugated anti-CD235a antibody (1:100, mouse IgG1, clone KC16, Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, USA). Flow cytometry was performed using an Epics XL-MCL flow cytometer (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, USA), and the data were analysed with CXP Analysis software version 2.2 (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, USA). Only CD235a-positive events (100,000) in the RBC size range were gated for further analysis. The intra-assay variation in the number of annexin V-positive RBC was ≤0.05% before and ≤0.1% after stress treatment. Combined anti-CD41-PC5 (1:10, BioLegend, San Diego, CA, USA) and anti-CD235a-PE (1:100, Beckman Coulter, Fullerton, CA, USA) antibody staining revealed the virtual absence of platelets and the high RBC purity (>99.9%) in the samples that were tested.

Vesicle isolation and quantification
All buffers used for vesicle isolation and analysis were complemented with 0.2% bovine serum albumin and filtered (0.22 μm) before use. Samples from RBC concentrates were centrifuged (20 minutes at 1,500 g) twice to remove cells and cell debris. Vesicles were pelleted from the supernatant (1 mL) by centrifugation at 21,000 g for 20 minutes. The vesicle pellet was resuspended in 10 μL supernatant and stored at −80 °C until analysis. Frozen vesicles were thawed on ice and washed with calcium-free Ringer's solution. Vesicles were labelled for flow cytometry analysis by incubation in Ringer's solution with annexin V FLUOS (1:50, Roche, Basel, Switzerland) to detect PS, and with PE-conjugated anti-CD235a antibody (1:200, mouse IgG1, clone KC16, Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, USA) for 30 minutes at 4 °C in the dark. After this incubation, vesicles were washed once...
by centrifugation, resuspended in Ringer's solution, and washed Flow-Count Fluorospheres (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, USA) were added (1×10⁴) for quantification. Annexin V/CD235a-double-positive vesicles were quantitated using a FACsCalibur flow cytometer (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) in combination with CXP Analysis software version 2.2 (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, USA). Sulphate latex microspheres (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA; 0.9 μm) were used to determine the maximum upper boundary allowed for forward and sideward scatter gating. All staining solutions were centrifuged at 21,000 g and 4 °C for 20 minutes prior to use to remove fluorescent aggregates. A PE-conjugated IgG1 isotype control (Dako, Glostrup, Denmark) did not show any aspecific binding.

Quality parameters

The blood bank quality parameters extracellular haemoglobin, pH, mean corpuscular volume, mean corpuscular haemoglobin, mean corpuscular haemoglobin concentration, ATP and 2,3-diphosphoglycerate (2,3-DPG) were measured as described previously⁷,¹¹,¹².

Statistical analysis

Differences before and after whole blood processing and stress were tested with a Mann-Whitney U test. Differences between multiple groups were assessed with a one way-ANOV A in combination with Tukey's post-test. Pearson's correlation coefficients were computed to measure bivariate correlations. The reported P values are two-sided, and a P value of <0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.

Results

Donor variation in phosphatidylserine exposure before and after the production of red blood cell concentrates

As a first step to examine a putative correlation between donor characteristics and RBC concentrate quality, we determined whether there is donor variation in the percentage of PS-exposing RBC, both in freshly drawn blood before RBC concentrate production and during the first week of storage. A large donor variation in the amount of PS-exposing RBC was observed in both fresh and briefly stored RBC concentrates (Figure 1A). There was a small, but statistically significant, increase in the number of PS-exposing RBC during blood bank processing and/or within the first week of storage (Figure 1A). Osmotic stress induced a strong increase in the number of PS-exposing RBC, with similar donor variation (Figure 1B) in the fresh RBC and in RBC that had been stored for 1 week under blood bank conditions. After a short period of storage, RBC were more susceptible than fresh RBC to osmotic stress (Figure 1B). The latter data are in accordance with previous observations showing an increase in susceptibility with storage time⁷.

Phosphatidylserine exposure in red blood cell concentrates predicts susceptibility to stress

Since PS exposure increases with RBC storage⁶,², and is involved in the recognition and removal of damaged cells⁵,¹³, stress-induced PS exposure might be involved in the removal of up to 30% of the transfused RBC that is known to occur within the first hours after transfusion⁹. We, therefore, examined whether there is a relationship between initial PS exposure of RBC and their susceptibility to osmotic stress-induced PS exposure. We observed a strong positive correlation between PS exposure before and after stress (Figure 1C), showing

![Figure 1 - Exposure of PS by RBC before and after the first week of storage in the presence or absence of osmotic stress. RBC were collected from freshly drawn blood [fresh] and from 6-day old RBC concentrates [stored] obtained from the same donor. Using flow cytometry, the percentage of PS-exposing RBC [RBC (%)] was determined before (A, *P=0.04) and after (B, *P<0.001) osmotic stress. Results are expressed as the mean ± SD (n=37). The correlation between PS exposure of fresh RBC before and after osmotic stress (C) had a Pearson's coefficient of 0.64 (n=74).]
that the percentage of PS-exposing RBC may serve as a marker for the susceptibility of the entire RBC population.

Relation of phosphatidylserine exposure with red blood cell concentrate quality parameters and vesiculation

The variation in PS exposure between donors, together with the correlation with stress-induced PS exposure, raised the question of whether PS exposure is related to any of the regular quality parameters of RBC concentrates. Therefore, the percentage of PS-exposing RBC, as well as extracellular haemoglobin, pH, mean corpuscular volume, mean corpuscular haemoglobin, mean corpuscular haemoglobin concentration, ATP and 2,3-DPG of 12 RBC concentrates were followed in time. In six of the 12 units tested, the percentage of PS-exposing RBC started to increase in the fourth week of storage (Figure 2). In the fifth week, an additional three RBC concentrates showed an increased percentage of PS-exposing RBC. Variation in PS exposure between donors became more apparent from week 4 onwards (Figure 2). The rise in the percentage of PS-exposing RBC ran parallel with decreases in ATP, 2,3-DPG, and pH, and increases in MCV and haemolysis, confirming previous data. However, only the degree of haemolysis showed a positive correlation with the percentage of PS-exposing RBC at multiple time points during storage (data not shown). Furthermore, both the percentage of PS-exposing RBC and the degree of haemolysis showed a positive correlation with the number of RBC vesicles in the 35 day-old concentrate (Figure 3).

Relation of phosphatidylserine exposure with donor parameters

Since the percentage of PS-exposing RBC varies between RBC concentrates from different donors (Figure 1), we investigated whether it would be possible to identify donors with high or low PS exposure by readily available donor parameters (Table I). Among the 97 donors examined, the numbers of PS-exposing RBC in freshly drawn donor blood, i.e. before blood bank processing, did not differ significantly depending on gender, age, body mass index and ABO or Rhesus D blood groups. There was a weak positive correlation between PS exposure and haemoglobin concentration of the donor plasma (Pearson's coefficient 0.21), but not with the other parameters (data not shown).

Discussion

Stored RBC are less resistant than fresh RBC to hypo-osmotic and mechanical stress-induced haemolysis. The positive correlation we observed between PS exposure and haemolysis suggests that PS exposure is an indicator of RBC integrity during storage in blood bank conditions. Indeed, time-lapse microscopy data show that PS exposure precedes lysis when exposed to various stressors. The small, but significant difference we observed in PS exposure between freshly isolated RBC and RBC sampled from the RBC concentrates within the first week after their processing suggests that processing of the blood before storage induces membrane restructuring. In addition, the correlation between the percentage of PS-exposing RBC and vesicle concentration in RBC concentrates is compatible with the hypothesis that the changes in membrane organisation that lead to the appearance of PS in the outer layer of the cell membrane also lead to the generation of vesicles. Our data suggest that concentrates from donors with higher initial numbers of PS-exposing RBC may be less effective upon transfusion, due to enhanced susceptibility to physiological stress in the circulation and subsequent removal. We propose testing PS exposure as a novel quality parameter of RBC concentrates, since the conventional parameters do not accurately predict RBC survival after transfusion.

Of the donor parameters that we examined, only the haemoglobin concentration showed a correlation with RBC PS exposure. It might, therefore, be worth investigating whether other donor parameters might be predictive of PS exposure. Recent findings indicate that donor differences in PS exposure may reflect variation in iron status and hormonal factors. Accumulation of HbA1c and other modified haemoglobin species in RBC-derived vesicles suggests a functional relationship between haemoglobin composition and RBC structure in healthy donors. Thus, the recently described donor variation in the rate of haemoglobin glycation may contribute to the variation from concentrate to concentrate. This leads to our prediction that in donors, HbA1c content is positively correlated to both a decrease in RBC life span and PS exposure. Indeed, the percentage of PS-exposing RBC in individuals with type 2 diabetes.
mellitus is twice that of control subjects. Similarly, the increased susceptibility to mechanical stress of RBC in post-menopausal women may very well correlate with the number of PS-exposing RBC.

In conclusion, the correlations between PS exposure, donor characteristics and RBC concentrate quality parameters indicate that PS exposure may be a biologically relevant parameter of RBC quality. These results emphasise the need for elucidation of the mechanisms that stimulate PS exposure on RBC in vivo. Such knowledge could lead to the development of methods to improve RBC survival during storage and after transfusion, and could enable the selection of RBC concentrates -and even donors- for specific groups of patients. It has been suggested that RBC concentrates with a high haemoglobin content may be selected for patients with the largest blood volume. Similarly, it may be feasible to select concentrates with the lowest PS exposure for chronically transfused and/or critically ill patients, or remove the RBC that are susceptible to stress-induced PS exposure from the RBC concentrate. This would be of benefit especially for chronically transfused patients, as a reduction in the number of rapidly removed RBC would lead to enhanced transfusion efficacy and a significant reduction in the rate of iron accumulation and pathological activation of the immune system.
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Figure 3 - Correlation of RBC PS exposure and haemolysis with vesicle content in RBC concentrates. After 35 days of storage haemolysis was measured, and the percentage of PS-exposing RBC was determined by flow cytometry detection of annexin V binding. The number of PS-CD235a vesicles was determined per millilitre of transfusion concentrate supernatant as described in the Materials and methods section. (A) Vesicle characteristics and quantification. (B) The correlation between vesicle number and PS exposure [RBC (%); Pearson coefficient of 0.64, n=12]. (C) The correlation between vesicle number and haemolysis (Pearson coefficient of 0.67, n=12).
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